AGVITA NU-test REPORTING TEMPLATE INSTRUCTIONS:
All AgVita test results are reported in an excel based template with your sample results already loaded. The
database will generate a report with multiple sample results (paddocks) for the same grower, and when
multiple samples from multiple growers are submitted by the one client, a series of reports will be emailed
with data separated by grower.
Due to the complexity of this reporting system, there are 2 simple steps that are required to activate a NU-test
report with 2 or more results (a single sample will automatically be completely loaded and ready to use with
the appropriate desirable levels for that crop at that growth stage).
Instructions for the Client Report are shown here:

STEP 1:
At the top of the Client Report sheet, there is a large cell that contains the crop type and paddock name:

Please choose the paddock that you wish to view the analytical results for from the drop-down list as
described above – use the drop-down arrow that appears once the cell is highlighted. If no arrow appears,
move your mouse cursor to the position shown in the above image and left click (depending on the version of
Excel in use, and macro/security settings, the arrow may not actually be visible, but can be selected). Do not
type anything in the cell with the paddock name, as it will over-write the formula that controls other functions
in the report.
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STEP 2:
Once you have completed step 1, select the cell containing the growth stage information for that sample:

If your report contains multiple paddocks of the same crop, the growth stage cell will automatically select the
correct growth stage of that sample. If you have a report from a grower with results from different crops on
different paddocks, each time you change between different crop/paddocks, you will need to follow steps 1
and 2 above.
If you are having difficulties with either step, please refer to the troubleshooting guide at the end of this
document.
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USING OTHER SHEETS IN THE NU-test REPORT:
1. Raw Data sheet
The most common reason why your results will not populate the Client Report with data, graphs and statuses
is because the raw data does not contain a valid growth stage for that sample. The reports are designed to
produce a graphical aid that compares your results to AgVita’s NU-test desirable levels – each desirable level is
based on a unique growth stage so this information is necessary for these functions to work.
If you have not specified a growth stage on your Sample Information Sheet that accompanied your sample, we
will not guess the growth stage – “UNKNOWN” will be entered. Therefore, to activate all of the functions of
the Client Report page, you will need to enter a valid growth stage on the Raw Data sheet as described below:

By following step 1 described previously, the Desirable Levels sheet will be displaying the growth stages
available for that crop/paddock. Once you have determined the closest growth stage, go back to the Raw
Data sheet and enter this information in the column as shown in the image above. Once step 2 (described
previously) is then completed, the report should display all features.
There is an additional step for reports with historical data – that is, previous sample analyses for that paddock
during the current season. As shown in the screenshot on the following page, please click on the yellow cell
marked “click to sort by paddock”. You can perform this function at any stage. This automatically sorts any
historical data into the necessary order so that other sheets function correctly. You do not need to do this if
your report contains a single analytical result, or if there is no previous analysis for that paddock.
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2. Client Graphs sheet
Any selections made on the Client Report sheet are automatically carried over to this sheet. If more than one
analysis has been reported for that crop/paddock, then the table of results will contain these historic sample
results.
The editable text box on this page (and on the Rec Sheet) is designed to save any comments made about each
sample – for example, if you are entering individual comments for a report with two or more results, as you
select another sample for comment the previous comments will be automatically re-loaded into the comments
box whenever the previous sample is re-selected on the Client Report page.
Any issues like data not displaying correctly will be due to incorrect operation of the previous sheets – please
see comments above if you have difficulty viewing data on this sheet.

3. Rec sheet
There are several features available on this sheet to help consultants and agronomists present their
interpretations and recommendations to their growers. See the screenshot on the following page for an
example.
The fertiliser product selection reflects current best practise by adopting the PRAFT principles (Product, Rate,
Application method, Frequency and Timing). Note that if you have a product that is not in the list provided,
the last 2 rows of this section of the Rec Sheet are not formatted – simply type your product name and
continue through the columns with custom entries (note that you will have to calculate the elemental figures
yourself).
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As mentioned previously, the “Comments” box is designed to retain comments linked to each individual
sample. Note that any text entered in the Analysis Report – Comments cells or any of the drop-downs will not
be saved or carry over to additional paddocks if selected on the Client Report sheet – we suggest once the Rec
Sheet is completed for a sample, you save the file as a report for that sample/paddock and then go back to the
original file for further interpretation of any additional paddocks/samples.
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NU-test REPORT FAQ’s:
Below are some of the frequent comments, questions and concerns we have come across with regard to the
NU-test reporting template:

1. I submitted 5 samples but the report only shows one sample – where are the rest?
If your 5 samples are visible on the Raw Data sheet, go to the Client Report sheet and follow steps 1 and 2 of
this instruction list to activate the drop-down menu that contains all of your samples. If the Raw Data sheet
only contains some of your samples, check your emails as results are sent grouped by grower – ie, if you have
submitted 2 samples from one grower and 3 samples from a second grower, you will receive two emails, each
with a single report containing all samples from that grower only.
2. I can’t see the drop-down arrow on the Client Report page:
This is an issue caused by security settings in your Excel program. When the attachment is first opened, check
to see if a message appears at the top of your screen asking you to ‘enable macros’ as shown in the example
below:

If you see this message, click on the box marked ‘enable content’ and save the file. The small arrow should
then be visible/selectable. There may be additional changes needed in Excel under the main menu:
file – options – Trust Centre – Trust Centre Settings
to enable macros on templates such as the NU-test reporting template. Depending on the version of Excel in
use, this message and the steps needed may vary slightly – if you are having trouble please contact AgVita on
(03) 64 209 600 for further support.
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3. I can’t see any desirable levels status or graphs on the Client Report page:
This problem can have two causes: Firstly, it can be linked to the previous FAQ in that the security warning has
to be addressed for the template to automatically report correctly. If you are experiencing this problem, close
the file and re-open – if no security warning appears, make sure steps 1 & 2 (page 1-2) have been followed
fully.
The second likely cause is that there is an ‘unknown’ growth stage in the raw data - check in the Raw Data
sheet that there are correct growth stages for all sample results, and if not please amend by following the
instructions on page 2-3.

4. My report contains historical data for this paddock, but it doesn’t display correctly:
The new data format may occasionally display raw data in the wrong order which conflicts with other
functions on other sheets. To overcome this, we have built a simple and effective button that sorts data into
the correct order – please first click on this cell named “click to sort by paddock” as described on page 3, and
all other sheets on the report will then function correctly.

As always, we are available by phone or email to help clients with any issues.
Thank you.
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